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GOBY® Seating Series
Safely utilize your outdoor spaces with Norix® outdoors. Recent shifts in how we 
think about the benefits of open-air environments have shifted administrators 
to consider how they can take advantage of nature for mental health and well-
being. As a result, Norix® researchers have developed a modern outdoor furniture 
collection. Goby® is a one-piece roto-molded chair secure in design and appealing 
for a unique outdoor experience. The curved design aids in helping to create a zen-
like environment for relaxation, meditation, creative thought, and collaboration.
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Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. Color chips are available for more accurate depiction of color.

Colors

Cobalt Malibu Graphite Grey Velvet

Built to Last
Formulated with a high-impact polyethylene 
(500-lb static load) with enhanced UV resistance, 
Goby® is perfect for intensive-use environments. 
Clean Goby® with readily available cleaners or 
hospital-grade sanitizers. Utilizing optional 
bolt-down plates and ballast ensures that areas 
maintain the highest levels of security.

Lounge Chair

Love Seat

Coffee Table



Riptide™ Seating Series
The organic flow of our ocean waters is the inspiration behind the latest addition 
to Norix® Outdoors, Riptide™ is a fun and inspiring seating solution. This curvy piece 
is anything but ordinary and livens up spaces for inspiring creativity or providing 
some much-needed rest and relaxation. This modular bench seat is a stand-alone 
piece or can be ganged together with the Riptide™ Wishbone for even more thought-
provoking and refreshing outdoor spaces.
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Outdoor Safety
Safety and security are not sacrificed 
with the uniquely modern design of the 
Riptide™ series. Riptide™ is ballastable, 
can be bolted down or ganged together 
for additional safety and security.

Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. Color chips are available for more accurate depiction of color.

Colors

Cobalt Malibu Graphite Grey Velvet

Wishbone

Bench



Kube Seating Series
Kube is the modern table and chair collection designed to be grouped, moved, and 
used to optimize any space. Hundreds of configurations are possible, combining 
the table, bench, arm & armless, and corner Kube pieces. Kube is a one-piece 
rotationally molded design that creates safe, supervised areas and provides for 
long-term ROI. 
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Simply Surprising
Kube is deceptively simple in appearance but 
packed with features. For example, the easy-
to-clean exterior withstands bleach cleaners, 
the legs feature removable glides, and each 
piece can be ganged together, ballasted, or 
bolted down. Kube is GREENGUARD Gold 
certified and compliant with the Healthier 
Hospitals guidelines for low emissions.

Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. Color chips are available for more accurate depiction of color.
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Cobalt Malibu Graphite Grey Velvet

Armless Left Arm

Right Arm Corner Seat Bench Table



AT NORIX, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE, ROBUST FURNITURE 
THAT MEETS THE REAL-WORLD NEED FOR HUMANIZING 
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS.
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Individual attributes vary by product. See specification sheet for details.
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